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Abstract

3. A PanDA Backend for Ganga

Ganga provides a uniform interface for running ATLAS user analyses on a
number of local, batch, and grid backends. PanDA is a pilot-based production
and distributed analysis system developed and used extensively by ATLAS. This
work presents the implementation and usage experiences of a PanDA backend
for Ganga. Built upon reusable application libraries from GangaAtlas and
PanDA, the Ganga PanDA backend allows users to run their analyses on the
worldwide PanDA resources, while providing the ability for users to develop
simple or complex analysis workflows in Ganga. Further, the backend allows
users to submit and manage "personal" PanDA pilots: these pilots run under the
user's grid certificate and provide a secure alternative to shared pilot certificates
while enabling the usage of local resource allocations.

Starting with Ganga version 5.0.0, users have been able to submit Athena analyses
on the PanDA system with Ganga. In most cases, ganga jobs that are configured to
run with j.backend=LCG() or j.backend=NG() can be trivially modified to run
on the PanDA system by setting j.backend=Panda().

1. Introduction and Overview
Distributed analysis tools are necessarily being developed in order to enable
physicists to exploit the vast distributed computing resources known as grids.
The presently-used distributed analysis workflows in ATLAS are depicted in
Figure 1 (dashed lines indicate connections which are in progress or under
development). Two front-end tools are available to users, namely Ganga [1] and
the PanDA Client [2-3] (i.e. pathena, prun, etc...); because each of these tools has
a comparable user community, ATLAS has decided to continue support of the
two front-ends. These tools can access the resources of three grids: the Open
Science Grid [4], the EGEE Grid [5], and NorduGrid [6].
Figure 3: Workflow of the Athena-Panda Runtime Handler,
and reuse of GangaAtlas and PandaClient components.

The workflow of the AthenaPanda runtime (RT) handler is
depicted in Figure 3. To reduce
duplication of effort and enable
user support, code from the
Panda Client and GangaAtlas has
been reused to a significant
extent. Specifically, the RT
handler
reuses
GangaAtlas
components to process the ganga
job parameters and package the
user area for the grid, while the
athena environment and I/O are
offloaded to the AthenaUtils
library distributed with the Panda
Client. The eventual goal of the
AthenaUtils library is to be a
common library shared by
pathena and Ganga for handling
all phases of preparation of
athena jobs for running on the
grid.

4. Personal Pilots
One issue which is delaying the deployment of PanDA on the EGEE and
NorduGrid sites is the potential for security issues related to running the pilots
using any grid certificate other than the related user’s. GLexec [7] is the proposed
solution to this problem, though delays in its deployment have necessitated
alternative solutions. The personal pilot application distributed with Ganga is one
such alternative.
myjob=Job()
myjob.application=Athena()
myjob.backend=Panda()
myjob.backend.site=‘ANALY_FZK’
myjob.submit()

Figure 1. ATLAS Distributed Analysis Workflows.

As shown in Figure 1, users are presently required to use both end-user tools if
they need to access all of the ATLAS grids. With the ATLAS decision to move
toward PanDA-based analysis on all grids, it is important to implement a fullfeatured PanDA backend for Ganga. This poster presents the design and
implementation of the GangaPanda module in Ganga.

pilot=Job()
pilot.application=PandaPilot()
pilot.application.queue=‘ANALY_FZK’
pilot.backend=LCG()
pilot.submit()

Figure 5: Personal pilot code example. Users
can write more elaborate script to automatically
send the required pilots to a queue.

2. Ganga and PanDA Overviews
Ganga [1] is a front-end user tool which is jointly developed by LHCb and
ATLAS to allow users to run analyses on arbitrary resources (e.g. locally, on a
batch system, or on the grid). It is an open source project and is used and
extended by many communities outside of high-energy-physics. The ganga
philosophy is "configure once, run anywhere"; this model allows users to
incrementally scale up their analyses from test jobs on a laptop to full scale
analysis on the grid. Figure 2 depicts the key components of a ganga job; ATLAS
has modules developed to enable Athena analyses of the ATLAS datasets on all
three of the ATLAS grids.

Figure 4: The PanDA pilot model. With
GangaPanda, “personal pilots” can be sent to
worker nodes on other grids or clouds via Ganga.

Figure 4 shows the workflow of personal pilots. When a user submits a job to the
Panda Server, the job waits until a pilot retrieves it from the database. The pilot is
then sent from Ganga via the LCG backend to the workernode. This presents a
secure alternative to running pilots under the production role. The drawback of
the approach is that it limits the fair share capabilities of the system. The
example in Figure 5 presents the user interface to Ganga personal pilots. After
submitting an Athena job to ANALY_FZK (a site which does not receive pilots
from the pilot factories), the user submits a PandaPilot job to the same queue.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The functionality of GangaPanda has been developed and is in production for
Athena analyses. GangaPanda is being improved to handle other ganga
application types, namely AthenaMC (for private monte carlo productions),
ROOT (for Root analyses), and Executable for all other jobs.
Figure 2: A Ganga job is composed of 6 key modules.

The Production ANd Distributed Analysis (PANDA) [2] system is a workload
management system developed to meet the needs of ATLAS distributed
computing. The pilot-based system (e.g. depicted in Figure 4) has proven to be
very successful in managing the ATLAS distributed production requirements, and
is now being extended to manage distributed analysis on all three ATLAS grids.
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